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About This Game

The Gallery is a puzzle/exploration game series built for virtual reality and inspired by the mystery of dark 80’s fantasy
adventure films.
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The Gallery - Episode 1: Call of the Starseed ™

A strange message left by your mischievous twin sister, Elsie, will draw you into a mysterious journey filled with bizarre
characters, a sinister presence and awe inspiring adventure. Along the way, you will be assisted by a helpful yet unhinged

Professor who may harbor ulterior motives of his own. Your search for Elsie will lead you to a cosmic machine that wields
incredible power and it will test your will against the forces of a shadowy figure who resides within it.

Become the hero and experience a deeply immersive adventure inspired by the dark 80's fantasy films we know and
love.

Enjoy groundbreaking gameplay designed specifically for VR with a full-room scale support experience, 1:1 hand
tracking, and made for VR interactions that will have you moving, sitting, standing. crouching and crawling.

Challenge your wit and curiosity solving puzzles and diving into detailed worlds; looking in, under, over and around
every nook and cranny.

Traverse through mysterious environments with comfort and ease, using Cloudhead's dynamically scaling BLINK
locomotion system.

Cutting edge positional audio and spellbinding soundtrack by award winning composer Jeremy Soule.
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Title: The Gallery - Episode 1: Call of the Starseed
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cloudhead Games ltd.
Publisher:
Cloudhead Games ltd.
Franchise:
The Gallery
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 OR AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Additional Notes: includes native Rift support

English
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The whole experience is literally going through a beach and a sewer. After that the story has barely started to begin and they just
roll the end credits. The fact that this was one of the first VR games also shows as the movement is a bit clunky at best.. Call of
the Starseed continues to blow me away - one of *the* most immersive narrative experiences you can possibly find. Staggering
achievement.
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Patch Release 6.39:
Here is patch release version 6.39!

IMPORTANT: If you try to go through the open metal gate in the Harbour and you're blocked by an invisible wall,
please go around via the Northern Slopes or the Shore and you'll be able to cross that gate again (the invisible wall will
disappear automatically).

Fixed:. Developer Spotlight: 100XP on Insane Robots:

"Games about insane robots and international racing squirrels? Just who the hell makes this stuff?" 100XP spent a day with us
talking Insane Robots, Cat on Yer Head, and how Playniac makes their games.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkNJR8XGv8g. Update is available:
Good Day, Fellow Updated Warriors! ��

Today we bring you a hotfix and a small update note for the in-game!

Fixed Bugs:
�� Excessively high attack coefficient when having forges (Forge Bug)
�� Synchronization problem when using Cree Invisibility and building a forge
�� Missing defense augmentation for allied buildings when using Chia Totem of Rage
�� Missing Tornado sound on Episode 3 Mission 13

Good luck Warriors! See you on the Improved Battlefield! ��
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. Final Playtesting Begins Soon!:

This version marks the stage where I will begin my (hopefully) final complete personal play-test play through of the game to fix
and last remaining issues before release. As I go through this process, I will also begin to start advertise the game a little more,
add new play testers, and possibly, if all goes well, begin to decide on the actual release date!

Vantage Patch "Pre EA-0.5.2" is live!
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This version fixes some small issues and aims to fix some of the graphical anomalies that were occurring as well.

- Fixed an issue where animals would warp back to their original starting location when moving.
- Updated the wheat model and fixed the brightness of many objects like grasses.
- Many more bug fixes and optimizations aimed at getting ready for the final play test and release.. HyperRogue 9.4: bulls
everywhere:
HyperRogue 9.4 is released! It includes two new lands, one new Crossroads variant, and some other improvements. See more on
the blog: http://zenorogue.blogspot.com/2017/03/hyperrogue-94.html. Introducing: Marmoset Hexels 3:
We’re thrilled to announce the most versatile version of our beloved grid-based painting tool, Hexels 3. Best of all, Hexels 3 is a
free update for all Hexels 2 users.

This update brings an exciting new set of pixel-perfect tools! Combine vector style art with pixel details using pixel layers,
brushes, rasterization and document settings that allow for pixel scaling and anti-aliasing. The new pixel tools work fluidly with
our existing tools, which means more fantastic and diverse Hexels art!

Start creating your pixel-perfect wonderland with Hexels 3: https://vimeo.com/228000825. Rebalance update:
We've just released a small update to address some of the concerns players have raised.

Changelog. Open Beta Update 1.5.3.11927:

Hello Beta Testers!. PROXIMA ROYALE: CLOSED ALPHA KEY GIVEAWAY! BE FAST TO GET ONE!:
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PROXIMA ROYALE: CLOSED ALPHA KEY GIVEAWAY! BE FAST TO GET ONE!

Get your key here: http://godankey.com/panel/external/VXpVR1kxRnZWVDRDTnc9PQ==
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